
Easy for viewers, gainful for you!

astoCloud IPTVF

What do you do?

software

service

hardware

We create  for your hosting, establish 

the necessary  and also advise you the 

best  to use for the service.

players

Android Apple

 TV/boxes, Roku.

The  for which we create our 

software are  and  devices, 

Android and Apple

What is the price?

residence

person

 clients

The price depends on several factors, 

such as the place of your , 

 (legal or private), how many 

potential  do you have, etc.

https://fastocloud.com/#/

Some of the determined prices you may 

find at 

We have test software, so that you can check 

our service and make your final decision!

Here are some of our panels:

if you are...our client
You have all chances to become

Video blogger

Reseller Mobile operator

Media app

StartupISP

Online school

Cable operator

Corporate

Subscribers can add their own streams from web 

cams or other video devices. They are able to select 

content for watching implemented by providers.

Accommodate subscribers

Monetise business
You seek for minimum investment and low 

operational costs. You also aim to grow as an iptv 

operator and benefit from it.

Deliver media
You search for a complete platform for high-load 

video streaming projects of any scale and deliver 

video content to end users via the internet.

Get support
Our technical experts create software for your 

hosting, establish the necessary service and also 

advise you the best hardware to use for the service.

Users can pass the registration through emails and 

have access to profile page and also handle life time 

of subscription.

Monitor users

The service has the management system for 

providers and subscribers. Content can be 

changed according provider`s requirements. 

Manage content

CONTACT US
You must 
if you wish to...

Ask our representative to get the test apps.

Try now!
Got interested?

Our links

fastocloud.comsupport@fastogt.com


+375(33)652-92-91

Our contacts

Belarus, Minsk,


Stadionnaya str. 5 fastogt.com

github.com/fastogt

fastotv.com


